
 

The Association for Decentralised Energy Awards 2019 

Guidance 

The Association for Decentralised Energy's annual Awards showcase innovation, best 

practice and achievements across combined heat and power, heat networks, energy 

efficiency, demand side energy services and integrated energy. The Awards provide an 

opportunity for organisations and professionals from across the growing sector to 

celebrate success and collective attainment. 

 

This guidance document gives some further detail and insight as to what we’re looking 

for in the entries. It should be read in conjunction with the Award Rules. Entries which 

do not comply with the Rules will be rejected. 

 

The essence of the Awards 

We are looking for good news stories to help celebrate and promote our industry’s 

achievements. We want to hear how your project made a difference, about the journey 

you took people on and the positive impact you’ve made.   

 

The entry forms are short and have been designed to help you tell your story. The 

entries must be technically robust, but we’re looking for a human angle too. How did it 

come about? What was the need? Who did you work with? What challenges did you face? 

What was your solution? What impact did it have? 

 

The Award categories 

There are eight award categories: 

 

Industrial  

 

This category recognises projects in an industrial 

setting. Judges are looking for innovative and creative 

solutions to problems than enable energy users to 

have greater control or to manage energy cost, 

reliability or carbon content (or all of the above).  

Commercial  

 

This category recognises projects in the commercial 

sector. Projects need to demonstrate the value to the 

energy user and how cost, carbon or energy reliability 

were improved.  

Cities and Communities  

 

This category recognises energy projects at a 

municipality, city or community level, including 

projects with universities, the NHS and wider public 

sector. Projects may be urban or rural but should place 

emphasis on projects, programmes or initiatives that 

have provided these benefits to a range of energy 

users. 

Domestic The category projects in the domestic sector 

(individual households, rather than at a community 

scale).  Fuel poverty projects would also fit into this 

category. 

  

https://www.theade.co.uk/what-we-do/decentralised-energy-awards


 

Innovation This category recognises innovative projects and 

approaches and is open to any project or venture that 

has demonstrated a significant technological, 

commercial or financial advance. The innovation may 

apply to either the technology or the infrastructure 

itself, in any related systems and controls, or in the 

physical, commercial or financial applications that 

underpin the development, project or offering. 

Research and Consultancy  

 

This category recognises research and consultancy in 

the decentralised energy sector and include activities 

such as strategic planning and advice. Emphasis needs 

to be placed on the impact the research or consultancy 

made and the ways in which it helped to move the 

sector forwards.  The judges will be looking for robust 

outcomes and innovative solutions. 

Young Professional This award is an opportunity for us to celebrate rising 

stars in our sector.  The judges will be looking for a 

young professional with vision and drive, who is 

already having an impact in their field. 

Champion 

 

This award recognises the outstanding contribution to 

the industry by an individual.  It’s an opportunity to 

celebrate the contribution they have made to the 

advancement of the sector, the impact they have had 

and the difference they have made.   

 

• Each project can only be entered into one category.  The judges may move your 

entry into a different category if they feel it is a better fit: we will inform you if this 

happens. 

 

• All categories are open to all areas covered by the Association for Decentralised 

Energy, including but not limited to CHP, heat networks, demand response, energy 

efficiency and integrated energy.  

 

• The projects can be located anywhere in the world, as long as the company is based 

in the UK. 

 

• All entries should include details on financial savings, carbon emissions savings and 

social benefits.   

  



 

 

The entry forms 

There are two entry forms: the main application form and a data collection form (which 

must be completed for all submissions except for the Research and Consultancy, Young 

Professional and Champion Awards). 

 

1. Main application forms 

The main application forms for each category are very similar. Below we take each 

question in turn and give some ideas as to what we’re looking for. The entries are very 

competitive, so it’s worth taking the time to make yours stand out. What makes yours 

particularly interesting or worthy of an Award? 

 

It’s also really important that you submit at least three high-quality colour 

photographs with your entry. These will be used in the Awards booklet and at the 

ceremony, so try to make is as interesting as you can. We would strongly encourage you 

to include photographs showing the human side to your story, as well as the technology. 

 

Basic information 

This should be quite straight forward. We need to know the name and location of the 

project, the name of your client (if appropriate) as well as your own contact details. 

Projects are ordinarily expected to have been commissioned and operational for at least 

six months. With the exception of the Research and Consultancy Award, projects at 

design stage or not yet commissioned will not be eligible for an award. 

 
What field(s) does your entry cover? 

This question asks for an early indication of whether your project is CHP, heat networks, 

demand response, energy efficiency, integrated energy (or a combination of any of the 

above). Whichever boxes you tick, you will also have to complete a technical data form 

(see below). 

 

Project summary 

This is just a short paragraph (60 words max) summarising your project. It’s our entry-

point into your project and will also be used when we’re writing the Awards booklet, 

shortlisting all the entries. Try to include some project specifics (eg site, client, 

technology, size) as well as why it is a stand out entry. What difference has it made?  

What have the key outcomes been? 

 

Project detail 

This is where you’re given space to tell your story and to give us the detail of your 

project. You have 500 words and could for example include: 

- The client 

- The site 

- The challenges 

- The solution 

- The technology 

- The innovation 

- The team 

- The install 

- The outputs 

- The difference you made 

 

Engagement 

This is another opportunity for you to tell us the qualitative side of your story. How did 

you engage with your client/stakeholders and the wider community? What were the 



 

wider social benefits (for example, regeneration or impact on fuel poverty, supporting 

industrial competitiveness)? How did you contribute to the sustainability or carbon goals 

of your client? What is the difference your project will make in human terms? You could 

also include a testimonial from your client or scheme users about the difference the 

project has made. 

 

Impact 

Your project must be technically robust. For the Awards to be valuable, we need to 

reward projects that really deliver. This is where you can tell us the story of how much 

carbon and cost savings you’ve made, and the extent to which you’re reduced demand 

(and so improved security of supply). How much did the scheme cost? What are the 

savings in terms of its overall energy consumption/energy costs/carbon emissions? You 

can also use this section to tell us about any technological innovative features of your 

project, such as how it was applied or load balancing through mixed use. 

 

The facts and figures of your project must also be submitted on the Data Collection 

Form.  

 

The X Factor 

This is your closing statement – what we’ll be left with when we read your application.  

Use this space to really sell us your project – convince us why you should win. Why does 

your project dazzle? Why is it a cut above the rest? Why should it win this award?  You 

can also use this space to (re)tell us your three most impressive statistics. 

 

2. Data Collection form (excel spreadsheet) 

All entries (with the exception of the Research and Consultancy, Young Professional and 

Champion Awards) must be accompanied by a Data Collection form.   

 

We strongly advise that operational/technical staff assist with the completion 

of this form.  It will be sent separately to our technical assessors before it’s sent to the 

judges: if it’s not technically robust, it won’t make the cut. If any of the questions are 

not relevant to your project, please answer N/A. 

 

First of all enter the scheme name, location, award category, the client name (if 

appropriate) and your organisation name on the Project Details tab. 

 

The excel spreadsheet then has a number of worksheet tabs. You must complete the 

worksheet for each category that applies to your project: 

 

- CHP 

- Heat networks 

- Energy efficiency 

- Demand response 

- Integrated energy 

 

We’re looking for facts and figures here, which again need to be robust and 

demonstrable. Please use published energy prices (eg Energy Trends or supplier’s 

published prices). Calculations should be shown: if you have some stellar numbers the 

judges need to understand why they are so good. If they can’t understand why, they are 

likely to question them. The metrics required on each worksheet are slightly different, 

each tailored to the typical data relevant to each project type. The ‘integrated energy’ 

worksheet allows you to add any other data that applies to your scheme that is not 

captured on any of the other tabs. 

 



 

 

We also need to know what technical standards you comply with. These will vary 

depending on the technology you install; for example for CHP we would expect 

certification by the CHPQA. Tell us how you complied too - or submit evidence of your 

compliance as an appendix. 

 

 

 

3. Specific Award notes 

Innovation Award 

Although this entry form includes all of the categories above, your responses will be 

different. Your entry could be about a project, but it could also be about an innovative 

technology or a new way of doing things. We also realise that its innovative nature may 

sometimes mean that less technical data is available but do please try to include as 

much data as you can as this will only strengthen your entry. 

 

Research and Consultancy Award 

This is one of three awards (along with the Young Professional and Champion Awards) 

where we don’t need technical data. We want to hear about your research/consultancy – 

how did it come about? What was the need? What made it different? What impact did it 

have? What difference will it make?  

 

Young Professional and Champion Awards 

These awards are a little different from the rest. We’re looking for individuals who really 

stand out from the crowd. Both winners will show a personal commitment and passion 

for the work they do, and will have made a real impact in their sector. The young 

professional is likely to be near the beginning of their career and already showing great 

potential: they must be 30 or under.  The Champion is likely to be a more experienced 

person who has shown leadership and inspired colleagues and client alike.  

 

4. Further support 

If you have any questions about the awards, categories or the entry forms do please get 

in touch. In the first instance please contact Rachael Mills at rachael.mills@se-2.co.uk or 

on 020 8469 1333.   
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